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1. The country and the people

"... I took a new road direct to Gombe through the countries of the cannibal tribes

Yemyem and Tangaie very seidom even visited by the inhabitants of the surrounding

country. The Country Is very mountainous and the travelling extremely difficult. The
Tangaie inhabit a high chain of mountains on the shores of the Benoe with a superb

peak very much resembling the Adam Peak In the island of Ceylon."

(Eduard Vogel in a letter from Kouka to Consul Herman, Dec. 4, 1 855.)

1.1 Tangaie country lies some 30-40 miles south of Gombe - 9°50's. Lat. and ITIO' w.

Long. - in a hilly landscape the outstanding landmark of v^hich is the Tangaie Peak

(ca.l300 m). It forms part of the former Tangale-Waja District in Bauchi State, North-

eastern Nigeria. What was still a sandy track in 1962 when I first came to the country is

now a tarred road that leads from Bauchi to Gombe and further on southwards to Billiri

and Kaltungo, and then continues in a southeasterly direction to Numan and Yola on the

Benue River. The main division linguistically as well as politically within the Tangaie

speaking area, which comprises some 30 villages with a total population of approximately

70.000 people, is between Billiri (Biliri) in the northwest and Kaltungo in the southeast.

According to certain historical traditions (cf. Sailer Mabudi 1980) the Tangaie originated

in Mak in Borno and migrated - in seven stages - via Biu to a place called Kalshingi where

they mixed v^dth the Jukun people of Pindiga and then moved to the Tungo and Dikki

hills whence they descended to establish the present villages of Ture, Shongom and

Kaltungo on the one hand and BiUiri, Bare, Tal (and Tanglang, Kalmai and Banganje) on

the other. Kaltungo today is a grov^ang town comprising the residence of a Chief (Emir),

several schools, including the Teachers Training College (T.T.C., today W.T.C.), the

(formerly Mission) hospital, the State Hotel (formerly Rest House) and a number of

churches. Administratively, Shongom which lies to the south (close to the Tangaie Peak)

as well as Ture situated along the main Gombe-Numan road come under Kaltungo.

Linguistically, there seem to be less dialectal differences between Kaltungo town and

Ture as there are between Kaltungo town and Shongom.

1.2 Within Kaltungo town the following quarters - with minor dialectal particulari-

ties - exist:

Banganje (bananje)

Termana (termdna)

Kalarin (kalann)
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Ture and Shongom, both deviating considerably in some respects from the Kaltungo type

(cf. Kidda 1985).

Only very late I became aware of sub-dialectal differences which even prevail among

the various clan-like communities within Kaltungo town (see above), e.g. between Ter-

mana and Banganje. Differences like between ka, Id and ku in the 2nd m. sing, pronouns

may occur within the Kaltungo dialect (cluster). Another isogloss is the prefixed morphe-

me for 'inside', preferably though not exclusively used in the following three localities:

Kaltungo Shongom Ture

kaa- la- td-

e.g. kaa-mdna la-mdna td-mdna inside the house.

The Billiri subdialects are more conservative than those of Eastern Tangale; cf. e.g.

Billiri Kaltungo

y^^ ee to drink

sjse yiselhiselise to sneeze.

Thus, Billiri still preserves a palatal glide {lyl) - derived from the Chadic fricative Isl -

which in Kaltungo has gone to zero (or a glottal stop?); cf. Hausa j/zaa *to drink'. Parallel

to that, Billiri initial hi, Ihl or PI becomes lyl in Kaltungo. Lexically, typical isoglosses of

Billiri and Kaltungo dialects are e.g. pudalpisi for *sun' and tdimQltdije for *this (one)'.

Billiri-Tangale is often referred to as Tangale' - especially by the Billiri people themsel-

ves - whereas the Kaltungo form of the language is just called 'Kaltungo'. As most of my
informants come from Kaltungo-town - N. Andirya Galadima is a Banganje man -, the

bulk of the entries in this dictionary represent the Kaltungo dialect(s). Other dialectal

forms are given; they are marked by (S) = Shongom and (T) = Ture, respectively; rarely

there are also Billiri items (Bi) cited.

3. Phonological and prosodologlcal remarks

3.1 Mairo Kidda's Tangale Phonology: A Descriptive Analysis' (unpubl. dissertation,

1985) is, although almost exclusively concerned with Shongom-Tangale, the most com-

prehensive study of phonological features and processes in Tangale available. The follow-

ing presentation is but a short overview of the essential issues, with special reference to

Kaltungo-Tangale; for more details and also general argumentation, however, see Kidda's

study.
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3J. Tangale has a particularly rich sound system. There are nine short and nine long

vowel phonemes, and a vowel harmony system hardly found elsewhere in Chadic; glotta-

lized, labialized and prenasalized consonants, many of them also geminated; and there

are complicated processes of morphophonological changes like deletion and apocopation

('clipping'), vowel epenthesis, and what we may call initial consonant permutation.

3.2.1 Consonants
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The fricative h displays some instability insofar as it may alternate with>^ ; e.g. hfs? or

yis^ *to sneeze'. There is also some degree of free variation between s and its palatalized

counterpart ^/i.

The phonemic status of the glottal stop in Tangale has been convincingly demonstra-

ted by Mairo Kidda, op. cit. Phonetically, ' stands for the glottalized consonants b and d

when they are shifted to syllable-final position; e.g. kede -^ ke'kede. In verb- stem-final

position the glottal stop marks intransitivity and passivity, in certain cases accompagnied

by a change of tone on the stem vowel. For orthographic reasons, it is not explicitly

written; e.g.

daud^ to abuse : daud^ [daud^'] to be abused

yaa to do : ydd \ydd'\ to be done.

All 'plain' consonants may also occur as geminated; e.g.

puk
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Certain consonant clusters are dissolved either a) by deletion of the second consonant

b or d after a nasal as first consonant - or b) by vowel epenthesis.

a) Homorganic stop deletion;

amb^ to climb amgQ (< *ambgo) have climbed.

b) Vowel epenthesis:

amd^ to like amudgQ (< *amdgo) have liked.

Voiced consonants, especially b and d, are also deleted when they are followed by the

voiceless fricative s of the past participle suffix -sil-si\ e.g.

m
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The following minimal (or almost minimal) pairs attest the phonemic status of vowel

length:

kabi to cut kaabi sowing (v.n.)

s^ri to stand s^^r^ to tell

pid^ to open (wound) pHd^ to fart.

3.2.2.1 Vowel harmony

On the grounds of their distribution, the nine vowels belong to two different sets

which mutually exclude each other within word boundaries. These two sets can be differ-

entiated by the articulatory feature /ATR/ (advanced tongue root position), or, as has

been done in earlier publications, by the pair of terms close/open .

/ + ATR/ (close) /-ATR/ (open)

i u i u

e o ^ Q

a

In some publications the open vowels or those of the /-ATR/ set are written with the

following graphemes:

( u

£ o

a

As the standard typewriter does not show symbols like those presented last, we adop-

ted here the already established way of marking the open set (/-ATR/) by dots under the

vowels which has been successfully used for other Nigerian vowel harmony languages.

From the statistical point of view it would be more economical for the Tangale language

to mark the / + ATR/ set as they are by far less in number. But the phonetic value of the

dots under vowels in all other languages is /-ATR/.

As to the nature and functioning of the vowel harmony system it may first be generally

stated that the vowels of nominal or verbal stems all have to be of the same set, and all

vowels in affixes have to harmonize with those of the stem. Thus, each affix comes in two

5 Although laboratory measurements have not been carried out yet, we feel it is safe to assume that /ATR/

is the relevant articulatory feature. Mairo Kidda (1985) provides in her study similar fmdings. As Tangale

seems to be the only Chadic language with a nine-vowel harmony system, which is typical for a great

number of Niger-Congo languages, it is interesting to note that neighbouring Adamawa languages, a

branch of Niger-Congo, have similar vowel systems.
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forms which are mutually exclusive with regard tQ their respective fieltjs of application:

one with a close vowel (/ + ATR/), the other with an open vowel (/-ATR/) - with the

exception of /a/ which is neutral if contained in an affix but takes harmony with the open

vowel set when a stem vowel.

- lal as an affix vowel:
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Probably Rev. Hall and his collaborators were misled by various factors. Assuming

that they did not know anything about the articulatory difference of the two vowel sets in

vowel harmony systems (of which at the time of their work on Tangale little was known

about), they had to judge the vowel phonemes in question by their audible impact only.

As acoustic measurements from other languages have shown, Tangale is not the only

vowel harmony language where the / -fATR/ mid back vowel lol seems to sound "higher"

than the /-ATR/ high back vowel lul. So acoustically, judging the vowel "height" only, lol

in Tangale may be considered as "higher" than lul, thus misinterpreting the /-ATR/ high

back vowel lul as a vowel of medium grade of aperture which can be represented by 'o\

Since the bible was printed in 1945 (with a second edition in 1953) the use of Tangale

in church has been well established. Hymns have been written and printed by the church

elders, reading and writing has been exercised. All these activities are based on the above

mentioned problems concerning the spelling, i.e. the vowels lol, lul and lul. People seem

to have got used to it. When working with the principal collaborator, N. Andirya Galadi-

ma, who has been trained reading and writing in this fashion, it was noted, that he was

well aware of the different vowel phonemes hidden behind the grapheme 'u\ So when

asked to distinguish between them, he used the grapheme %' for lol (setting a dot under-

neath), giving rise to the following vowel system (the vowel harmony sets ^according to the

writings of S.I.M./E.C.W.A. Kaltungo):

/ + ATR/ (close) /-ATR/ (open)

high: / u i 'o'

mid: e 'u' ^ q

low: a

Note: The high vowels /// and /// are usually not differentiated, both being represented

by 7'.

Apart from inconsistencies regarding the marking of vowels for the feature /ATR/ (e.g.

a dot under a vowel does not mean the same with different vowels) and related difficul-

ties with the vowel harmony, this way of transcribing the vowel phonemes involves the

danger of misunderstandings, as a dot may easily be forgotten and in the case of /w/ or lol

not even a violation of harmony rules would arise, so that the mistake may not be

recognized, especially not by a person who is unfamiliar with the language. Likewise the

transcription of loanwords in Tangale (Kaltungo dialect) would give rise to unneccessary

speculations of vowel quality shifts; e.g.

*burgu blanket ^ Hausa borgoo

"^ruugu cassava *- Hausa roogoo.
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Considering the impact a dictionary has on the development of § language and also on

the research into the other dialects of Tangale, and also taking under consideration the

usefulness for students, scientists and others, who are not familiar with the peculiar

vowel-writing of the past, we have decided to change the graphemes according to its use

in other languages. Thus the graphemes 'w' and W change places and the vowel system is

written as presented at the beginning of this chapter.

3.2.2.2 Vowel deletion and apocopation

All verb and most nominal stems ending in a vowel lose the latter when any kind of

complement, i.e. object or genitival noun, qualifiying noun or suffixes are added. This is

what Rev. Hall in his time called *vowel clipping' and what is known as final vowel

deletion or apocopation today; e.g.

aar^ to dry aar-sj dry (adj.).

The clipping does not take place with monoradical verbs when a suffix is added; e.g.

yaa
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3.3 Tone

There are two pertinent tone levels to be distinguished, low (unmarked) and high (a).

Statistically most syllables in the language (probably more than 80%) are low (or, tone-

tically, mid). Thus, to a certain extent, the low tone may be taken as basic ('normal'),

unmarked and the high tone as marked. Phonemic tone functions on the lexical as well

as on the grammatical level.

3,3.1 Examples of lexical tone relevance

pugut
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3.3.2 Examples of grammatically relevant tones

bm
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lengthened - either by lengthening the vowel, when the final consonant is voiceless, or by

doubling or even trebling the final consonant (mostly liquids or nasals). The tonal struc-

ture is low throughout. Examples:

kazaaklkazak'kazak

karannlkaran-karan

kgrolllkgrQl-korol

kudilllkudil-kudil

kuluuklkuluk'kuluk

kundulllkundul'kundul

ladaaklladak-ladak

pgrQlllpgrol-porQl

salamm/salam-salam

rudu!l/rudul-rudul

kwinnlkwingwin

clean, clear, pure

clean, pure

exactly round

very quickly

thundering at a distance

moving with loads

very softly

very red

clean

huge

properly.

Examples displaying final vowel structure:

rigzaa/rigza-rigza

ragdaa/ragud-ragda

runmng m groups

distantly.

4.1.5 The definite form

The only morpheme marking *definiteness' of a noun is the suffix -/A/. It is generally

suffixed to the nominal base thus replacing the indefinite suffix; e.g.

ago
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In certain cases, where the final vowel of the indefinite form rnay form part of the

nominal root or stem, the definite marking vowel is added to the stem vowel either by

means of an auxiliary glide -y-, or directly, thus either forming a diphthong or producing

a long vowel; e.g.

- PQQ
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pronominal categories, sometimes only distinguished by tone. The following presentation

is to some extent preliminary since subdialectal differences - such as kalku in the 2nd

person singular masculin - have not yet been systematically studied.

4.2.1 The absolute or independent pronoun

There are at least three slightly variant sets of absolute pronouns used in different

morphosyntactic environments.

4.2.1.1
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PL 1 mini ka mini

2 ma(ga) ka ma(ga)

3 yinilhini ka yinilhini

Note: maga ka na or ma kd na *you with me\

42AA The reflexive pronoun

Sg. 1 nd e.g. nd wQQk kii-nQ I myself

{lit I hair-head-my)

kd wook kii'gQ you yourself

s( woQk kii-zi etc.

mb^^nddm wQQk kii-ni

mbdastdm wggk kH-dg

PI. 1 mini mini woqk kii-mu

magdimda wQQk kii-gu

anamb^^na wogk kii-wu,

4.2.2 The subject pronouns

Different tenses use slightly variant shapes of subject pronouns. The following subject

pronominal sets are present:

4.2.2.1 The Intentional (*Short Future') set

2m
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4.2.2.2 The Aorist set

The aorist set is identical with the intentional set (above), except for the 1st person

singular which is regularly shortened to n [W]; e.g.

I ate/eatnsaa

n sd pQQ

n yik

n n4 saba

n 4 om

n yd wut^n

I ate/eat porridge

I took/take

I said/say a word

I drank/drink water

I did/do (some) work.

4.2.2.3 The Subjunctive set

The shape of the pronouns of this set varies according to whether they have to be

preceded by an introductory morpheme or not. Thus we may distinguish between an

independent subjunctive pronominal set and a dependent one.

- The independent set
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4.2.2.4 Subject pronouns in indirect speech

The 3rd person subjunctive pronouns in indirect speech - usually following the verb

kdalgda 'to say', are:

Sg. 3m yi e.g. mb^^nddn gda yi yddm he said he won't do (it)

3f ta mbdastdn gda ta yddm she said she won't do (it)

PL 3 yini mbiinddn gda yini yddm they said they won't do (it).

The first and second subjects of these sentences are usually different.

4.2.3 The
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ma mondd-m-gu you forgot us

m monduk mb^^nddm I forgot him

m mon(d)go/monduk mbiinddm I forgot them

mb^^nddm yublu-n-gQ he baptized me

n yubulgo mbiinddm I baptized him.

*Weak' verb base final consonants may or may not be elided in front of the object suf-

fixes; e.g. dobi *to call':

ka dd-n-go you called me

ka dd-m-gu you called us

n dd-k-ku I called you (pi.)

(cf. dobu-n-go they called me

dobu-k-ko they called you (sg.)).

Examples with indirect object suffixes:

kda m{n n^edfni

mbdastdn gd(a) m^-k n^ed^tQ

(but cf. m/n n^ mbdastdm

kda mfn n^^ddwu

andung

.... rrtQ-nd n^^duko

.... mg-gd n^^duno

(he) said (that) we should tell him

she said that you should tell her

we should tell her)

(he) said that we should tell them

pay me!

that I tell you

that you tell me.

4.2.4 The possessive pronominal suffix

The two sets of possessive suffbces - according to the rules of vowel harmony - are:

After noun stem with

closed vowel (-ATR)

Sg. 1
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Though basically low, the tone of a suffix may be raised or the entire noun-suffix unit

tonologically modified under certain morphosyntactic conditions; e.g.

si^niQ name sum-rxQ

sum-nd Kdrga

but: sum-ni

sum-nj Karga

elus saliva elus-no

but: elus-no kede

elus-ni

tQm blood tQm-nQ

0m-ni

0m-dQ

torn place tgrn-riQ

tpm-ni

tgrn-do

tQQm strength toom-nQ

but: tgom-ni

tQQm-no kede

my name

my name is Karga

his name

his name is Karga

my saliva

my saliva is much

his saliva

my blood

his blood

her blood

my place

his place

her place

my strength

his strength

my strength is great.

The -n- of the 1st and 3rd person masculine suffixes is generally assimilated to noun

or verb base final consonants when these are liquids; e.g.

yaara arm my arm

his arm.

yaar-riQ -^yaarrQ

yaar-ni -^ yaarrf

In the 3rd persons there are two distinct sets of possessive pronouns/suffixes depen-

ding on their syntactic use. When in an 'objective' position those given above are used;

e.g.

d w(b'ni it is his whistling.

In a 'subjective' position the absolute pronouns are used instead; e.g.

wih mbe^nddn dasa his whistling is bad.

43 Verb

The verbal form normally consists of three components, i.e. subject pronoun, TAM
marker and verb stem. All three elements are variables according to the tense/aspect/

mood (TAM) and/or gender which the verb in question expresses.
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4.3.1 Tenses, ^aspects*, moods

These are the principal conjngational sets or paradigms - tenses, ^aspects* or moods

in Tangale:
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Examples for the other
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4.3.3.5 Devoicing of final consonants after long stem vowels

The devoicing of the final consonant accompanies the shortening of the preceding

long vowel:

Singular stem Plural stem

Intent.

to cover (hole)

to show teeth

to support

to pluck

to fell

kwaaz^

dwaad^

kaaz^

Past

kwaazgQ

yiizgQ

dwaadgo

kaazgQ

Intent,

kwas^

dwat^

kas^

Past

kwaskQ

yiskg

p^tkQ

dwatko

kaskg.

4.3.3.5.1 Devoicing of Cz (and C3) in triconsonantal verbs

to tear (a hole) sugde sugudgo sukte sukudgo.

4.3.3.6 Glottalisation of the 2nd stem consonant

to take out podi podgo

to cut Hble tibulgQ

pode po'ko

tibulgQ.

4.3.3.7 Augmentation by infixing -N- (-/i-, -n- or -mb-)

to tie k^ri
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4.3.4 Verb classes (VC)

The language distinguishes between different groups of verbs - which we call here verb

classes - by two methods, that is a phonological and a tonological one.

4.3.4. 1 Phonologically, two verb classes can be traced from the shape of the aorist stem

(cf. 4.3.6.1) which either ends in the suffix -el-e or -//-/.

iples:
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Examples (quoted in the subjunctive-imperative §tem):

jump!

scratch!

read!

creep!

turn (it) around!

dance!

beat!

greet!

mount!

wake up!

The two tonal verb classes are represented in approximately equal numbers. All base

syllable patterns - CVC-, CVVC- and CVCC- - occur in both classes; the monoradical

CVV verbs are low and thus belong to the tonal VC 1.

Tonal VC 1
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With intransitive verbs (i.e. also verbs being conceived as intransitivfe in Tangale!) the

'Ol-Q (or -a) stem is a regular verbal noun form; e.g.

Aorist-Intent. verb stem
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There are instances where in addition to the voicedA^oiceless opposition there is also

the basic -el-e vs. -il-i contrast; e.g. na pick 'I open (a wound)': nan p\t\ *I am opening'.

At any rate, the verbal noun never ends in -e/-f.

With intransitive-medial verbs the suffix vowel is the - otherwise passive - suffix vowel

'Ol-o\ e.g.

nan liiro I am grumbling

nan diino I am bowing (myself) down

nan yublo I am diving

nan kombo I am meeting (intr.)

but: nan kombi I am meeting s.o.

There are a few intransitive verbs the verbal noun of which displays the suffix vowel

-a; e.g.

na laar^ I creep : nan laara I am creeping.

The CW verbs behave differently. Most of them (5 + 2) add the suffix -zil-zi only two

-nil-ni:

na liir^



na d^ri
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There are instances where in addition to the voiced/voiceless opposition there is also

the basic -ehe vs. -//-/ contrast; e.g. na pide "l open (a wound)': nan p\ti *I am opening'.

At any rate, the verbal noun never ends in -e/-^.

With intransitive-medial verbs the suffix vowel is the - otherwise passive - suffix vowel

'Ol-o\ e.g.

nan liirQ I am grumbling

nan duno I am bowing (myself) down

nan yublg I am diving

nan kombo I am meeting (intr.)

but: nan kombi I am meeting s.o.

There are a few intransitive verbs the verbal noun of which displays the suffix vowel

-a; e.g.

na laare I creep : nan laara I am creeping.

The CW verbs behave differently. Most of them (5 + 2) add the suffbc -zil-zi only two

-nil-ni:

na Hire
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4.3.6.5 The Perfect I verb stem

The characteristic feature of the perfect I stem is the low tone suffix -gohgQ (after

voiceless consonants: -kol-ko) which is added to the verb base. With both verb classes

this stem has a low tone throughout. Examples:

Verb base
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n sdanu (as) I ate (again) cf. saa to eat

n 4^nu (as) I drank (again) cf. ^^ to drink

n tdnu (as) I started (again) cf. tohi to start

n Idnu (as) I liked (again) cf. lobi to like

n unu (as) I taught (again) cf. ub^ to teach

n kunu (as) I refused (again) cf. kud^ to refuse

n wunnu (as) 1 farmed (again) cf. wudi to farm

n pdnnu (as) I took out (again) cf. podi to take out

n tugnu (as) I pounded (again) cf. tuge to pound.

Obviously, the -linl-un morpheme may be suffixed to any syllable base type, whereas

the shape -nul-nu seems to be restricted to the CW and CVC types. The latter state-

ment is also confirmed by the way in which the plural stems of theCW and a few CVC-

verbs are formed. Examples:

Verb base
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4.3.6.8 The Passive Perfect Participle stem (P.P.P.)

The P.P.P. stem in Tangale is formed by the low tone suffix -zil-zi (-jil-jU -si/si) which

is added to the verb base. The final consonant of the verb base is being clipped if it is a

voiced plosive (b or d). The stem has a low-low(-low) tone pattern although the first

syllable usually carries a strong stress.

Verb base
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si ee you (f.) (will) drink

mbeenddml-dam wee he seesAvill see.

The negative Intentional is formed by adding the (in this context high tone) morpheme

-m; e.g.

na kule I will shave : na kul^m I will not shave

na saa I will eat : na sddm I will not eat.

4.3.7.1.2 TheAorist

The verb saa *to eat* is conjugated in the aorist as follows;

sg. 1
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When followed by a nominal object the (shortened) verb stem remains low whereas

the tone of the object noun is raised to high or falling; e.g.

di fno-n ^ dm that I drink water

di hiQ-n ya wi^t^n that I work

di fnd-n n^ sdba that I speak

di m^-n we muu that I see somebody.

It is noteworthy - and should be investigated more closely - that the verb stem ends in

a glottal stop in the subjunctive mood. Thus, phonetically, we have [m^-n ^^'] *that I

drink', but [n f^ ] *I drank/drink'.

4.3.7.1.4 The Absolute Progressive-Continuous

The progressive form is made up of a - partly - high tone subject pronoun (cf. 4.2.1.2)

which is augmented by a low tone suffix •(u)n/'(u)n and a verbal noun (cf. 4.3.6.6). The

paradigm runs as follows:

na-n koobo I am passing

kd'j^ koobo you are passing

s(-i} koobo etc.

mb4^nddm-un koobo

mbdastdm-un koobo

mini-rxkoobo

md-i} koobo

anamb§^na-f} koobo.

When there is a nominal subject the bound morpheme -(u)nl'(u)n is added directly to

the noun; e.g. la-lutu-n timbul muu *(the) hyena is blinding a man'.

4.3.7.1.5 The Dependent Progressive-Continuous

The subject pronouns and the verbal noun form are the same in this paradigm as in

the absolute progressive; it is, however, formed without the addition oi'(u)r^/-(u)n to the

pronoun; e.g.

Sg. 1 na koobo (when/as/while) I am/was passing

(when/as/while) you (m.) are/were passing

etc.

Sg.
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PL 1 mini koobo

2 mda koobo

3 anambe^na koobo.

Another dependent progressive fonn is composed of the above set plus an inserted

free morpheme, kumlgum\ quite often the verbal noun stem is used here.

e.g. na gum koobo (when/as/while) I am/was passing

na gum weezi (when/as/while) I am/was seeing

na gum saan poo, mbe^nddm watQn while I was eating, he came.

4.3.7.1.6 The (*long*) Future

As well as the *short' future or Intentional form (cf. 4.3.7.1.1) there is a 'long' form

expressing the proper future which is made up of the high tone subject pronoun, the

tense marker wa and the progressive-future verbal noun stem (cf. 4.3.6.4); e.g.

na wa saani I shall eat

kd wa saani etc.

si wa saani

mbeenddm wa saani

mbdastdm wa saani

mini wa saani

ma wa saani

mbfindam/anambe^na wa saanj.

Instead of the long verbal noun form the short finite verb stem may also be used; e.g.

na wa saani or na wa saa I shall eat

na wa saan poo or na wa sdpQO I shall eat (the) meal

na wa e^z dm or na wa ^ am I shall drink water

na wa weez muu or na wa we muu I shall see (the) man.

In normal or somewhat accelerated speech the pronoun + wa combination may be

compressed and fused in the 1st and 2nd persons singular and plural to yield the follow-

ing paradigm:

Sg.

PI.

^B-
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4.3.7.1.7 The Perfect

Completed action is represented by the following paradigm which combines the basic

subject pronoun that is also used in the aorist (cf. 4.3.7.1.2 and 4.3.6.1) with the perfect

verb stem (cf. 4.3.6.5):

Sg. 1 n saagQ I ate, have eaten

2m ka saagQ etc.

2f si saagQ

3m mb^^nddm saagQ

3f mbdastdm saagQ

PL 1 min saagQ

2 ma saagQ

3 anambe^n saagQ,

In general the tone of the verb stem syllable is low regardless of the verbal class the

verb belongs to.

When there is a direct object following the verb stem, the final vowel of the latter is

generally clipped; e.g. n saagpQQ 'I have eaten (the) porridge'.

If the verb stem contains more than one consonant, an epenthetic vowel -u-l-u- is

inserted between the last stem consonant and the -k (< *-k(Q)) oi the perfect suffix; e.g.

n p^yyik turum I shot a lion

n kwaaluk m^e I killed a goat

n wunuk kadi I skinned a goat (lit.: *... the skin')

n wupuk yalam I rubbed in oil.

However, there are exceptions, the governing conditions of which are not yet deter-

mined; e.g.

n upko bd (and not: * n upuk bd) I dug a hole

pid timbulgo sou (the) tree spoiled (the) guinea-corn.

Compare the following pair of examples between which there is a subtle syntactic

distinction:

m\n weegd dwaadi we saw somebody plucking

min weeg dwaadi we saw (the action of) plucking.

Free variation between the full form and the apocopated form may also be observed;

eg.

m padgQipaduk dom I bought eggs.
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4.3.7.1.8 Dependent or Repetitive Perfect (Perfect II)

In this paradigm the same subject pronouns are used as in the perfect tense (cf.

4.3.7.1.7). The verb stem is made up of the verb base and the suffbc -nul-nu or -tlnl'ijLn

(cf. 4.3.6.4).

Examples:
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4.3.7.2 Intransitive conjugational sets (suffix or 'ambifixal' conjugation)

Intransitive verbs may follow a special method of conjugation whereby the subject

markers are regularly suffixed. In addition, the otherwise prepositioned subject pronouns

may be used. The number of verb stems used here is limited to two, i.e. an aorist or

non-perfect stem and a perfect stem.

4.3.7.2.1
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Typical imperative forms are:

wa/co (m.)/wasi {(.)/ma waku (pi.)

cf. nan wdng

kdn wak rtjo

go!

I am going

where are you going?

4.3.7.2.2 The Perfect intransitive conjugation

There is only one intransitive perfect form - ending with the suffix -kol-kQi-gol-gQ (cf.

4,3.6.5). This suffix is fused with the non-perfect intransitive conjugational set (cf.

4.3.7.2.1) to form a single apocopated subject pronominal suffix set. In general the low

tone perfect subject pronouns are prepositioned in the first and second persons singular

and plural as well.

Examples:
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ma wdkku

wdugu

ami kwddurgo I am kwa'ko

muu kwadaugu

n yublungo

(cf n yubulgo

the water finished

the people finished

I dived (said while in the water)

I dived (said while out of the water)).

4.4 Negation

There is one

is the suffix -m

on the overt or

be negated.

Examples:

muu

waa

nan kule

nan saani

nan saana

na wee

na wee

na lobi

na IqM

single morpheme for both nominal and verbal expression of negation, that

. The tone accompanying this morpheme may be high or low depending

underlying tonal structure of the expression - nominal or verbal form - to

man, person

a thing

I am shaving

I am eating

I am (being) eaten

I will see

I will be seen

I will like

I will be liked

mu-m not a man, nobody

wa-m not a thing, nothing

na kule-m I am not shaving

na saani-m I am not eating

na saana-m I am not (being) eaten

na wee-m I will not see

na wee-m I will not be seen

na lobi-m I will not like

na lobi-m I will not be liked.
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